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PRECIOSA ORNELA has presented a new bead
from the PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads
brand which has been produced in crystal with
various types of surface finishes. The slim
elongated shape of a glass thorn with dimensions
of 5 x 16 mm, PRECIOSA Thorn™, supplements
the series of fashion and popular costume
jewelry accessories and unveils other options
in the technology used during the production of
pressed beads. Try using it in combination with
another new practical product, the
PRECIOSA Pellet™ Pressed Bead, whose shape
enables it to supplement many varied types of
beads and seed beads. The so-called interlocking
effect is enabled by the central slimming of the
glass cylinder in the 4 x 6 mm size which means
that the individual beads interlock precisely
during a simple stringing. Both of these beads
offer new adventures when looking for suitable
combinations and connections with selected
beads from the existing PRECIOSA Traditional
Czech Beads range. They are especially excellent
partners for both sizes of the
PRECIOSA Farfalle™ seed beads.
We wish you much adventurous inspiration
when discovering further combinations and
options using the beads and seed beads from the
PRECIOSA Traditional Czech Beads brand.

Step 2:
Alternately string 1x P and 1x TH onto the
memory wire. String 100x TH onto the selected
length of memory wire 5 cm in diameter and
finish the entire stringing with 1x P. The total
stringing therefore consists of 101x P. Given
the fact that we have selected a bead with a
decoration which is only present on one side,
string the individual TH in such a way so that the
decorated side is in the same place on all the
beads. (fig. no. 2)

Materials and Tools:

Memory wire (5, 6 or 7 cm in diameter), an oval,
a pendant, needle nose and snipping pliers
Difficulty:

2.

Procedure:
The procedure for making this product is
very simple. The basic procedure involves the
stringing of individual beads onto memory wire.
Given the fact that this wire is quite rigid, it is
necessary to use high quality pliers both for
snipping the wire and for creating the outer
loops. Given the rigidity of the memory wire,
the creation of the end loops requires a lot of
strength and skill.
Step 1:
Select the number of turns of the memory wire.
In our case, we have used four and ¼ turns.
Cut the required length off using the snipping
pliers. Create a simple or double loop at one end
using the needle nose pliers. (fig. no. 1)

Step 3:
Straighten the individual beads and tighten them
slightly. About 2 cm of wire must remain free on
the other end of the wire and this should then be
formed into a double loop using the needle nose
pliers (fig. no. 3). If you decide to only make
a simple loop, about 1 cm of wire will be
sufficient.
3.

PRECIOSA Thorn™ Pressed Bead (TH)
111 01 340; 5 x 16 mm, 00030/27137 (100x)
PRECIOSA Pellet™ Pressed Bead (P)
111 01 339; 4 x 6 mm, 00030/27137 (101x)

1.

Step 4:
One of the end loops can be strung with an oval
onto which the metal pendant is attached.
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